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Abstract—This work presents frances, an integrated text
mining tool that combines information extraction, knowledge
graphs, NLP, deep learning, parallel processing and Semantic
Web techniques to unlock the full value of historical digital
textual collections, offering new capabilities for researchers to
use powerful analysis methods without being distracted by
the technology and middleware details. To demonstrate these
capabilities, we use the first eight editions of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica offered by the National Library of Scotland (NLS)
as an example digital collection to mine and analyse. We have
developed novel parallel heuristics to extract terms from the
original collection (alongside metadata), which provides a mix
of unstructured and semi-structured input data, and populated
a new knowledge graph with this information. Our Natural
Language Processing models enable frances to perform advanced
analyses that go significantly beyond simple search using the
information stored in the knowledge graph. Furthermore, frances
also allows for creating and running complex text mining analyses
at scale. Our results show that the novel computational techniques
developed within frances provide a vehicle for researchers to
formalize and connect findings and insights derived from the
analysis of large-scale digital corpora such as the Encyclopaedia
Britannica.

Index Terms—information extraction, knowledge graphs, deep
transfer learning, natural language processing, text mining, web
tools, semantic web, parallel computing, digital tools, historical
digital textual collections

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing availability of digital collections of historical
texts presents a wealth of opportunities for advancing histori-
cal, cultural, and linguistics research. However, the scale and
heterogeneity of these collections raises significant challenges
when researchers attempt to find, link, and extract relevant
concepts and their semantic relationships or perform text
mining analyses that go beyond simple search and retrieval [1].

The National Library of Scotland (NLS) Data Foundry 1

offers a wide range of historical digital collections of textual
resources that have the potential to provide an invaluable
resource for historians, humanities, and computational lin-
guistics researchers. One of those digital collections is the
Encyclopaedia Britannica (EB), issued from 1768-1860. As

1https://data.nls.uk/data/digitised-collections/

is the case with most digital historical texts, its contents are
provided in XML files derived from scanned manuscripts using
Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The EB was the most
authoritative general reference work of (part of) the eighteen,
nineteenth, and much of the twentieth century and is the
only encyclopaedia in any language to survive this 250-year
period. It has long been used by researchers to document
changes in individual concepts over time, since it provides
evidence for when a concept could be called ‘widely accepted’.
But this data has much more to tell us than what happened
to individual concepts – its continuity provides us with a
unique opportunity to explore the broader question of how the
structure of knowledge changed, and it allows us to compare
different editions and identify patterns in its transformation.

While modern text mining and machine learning methods
are available that could enable a much wider range of analyses
to reveal useful information for digital humanities research, no
tools are presently available that would enable researchers to
apply these to the EB with ease. To address this shortcoming,
we have developed frances, a novel web tool that enables
researchers to accelerate the process of discovering insights
from the EB without being distracted by the technology and
middleware details.

This work also involved the automated extraction of EB
terms (along with their metadata) across editions. To this end
we employed defoe [2], [3], a Spark-based parallel processing
library for analysing and mining textual datasets. Then, we
created EB-ontology to represent the relations and properties
between different editions, volumes, pages and terms, and
used this ontology along with the extracted information to
create the EB Knowledge Graph (EB-KG) in order to make the
encyclopaedia searchable and analyzable. Later, we augmented
the EB-KG by using transformer-based deep neural network
language models.

frances interacts with the EB-KG, runs advanced NLP
analyses (e.g. searches, term similarity, spell checking, etc)
and submits defoe text mining queries, providing the results
back to users. Although we have used for this work the EB,
this could be extended to analyse other large digital collections
with minor adaptations to the underlying codebase.



The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II presents background on defoe. Section III intro-
duces our parallel extraction heuristics. Section IV details
the features of the EB-ontology and EB-Knowledge Graph.
Section V explains how we have employed deep learning
NLP-transformer models to augment the knowlege extracted
from the encyclopaedia. Section VI presents the improvements
performed to defoe along with a new set of defoe queries
to mine the encyclopaedia. Section VII introduces the main
features of the frances web tool. Finally, section VIII describes
related work, and section IX concludes with a summary of
achievements and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides an overview of our previous work on
defoe [2], [3] to introduce the necessary background for the
functionalities presented in Sections II, VI and VII-E.

Fig. 1: Overview of defoe

defoe is a parallel Python library for analysing textual data.
It allows for extracting knowledge from historical texts by
running text mining queries in parallel via the Apache Spark
framework [4] and storing the pre-processed data (for further
queries) using several storage solutions, such as an HDFS file
system, an ElasticSearch distributed engine or a PostgreSQL
database (see Figure 1). defoe is able to extract, transform and
load digital collections that comprise several XML schemata
and physical representations. More specifically, defoe has four
object models (PAPERS, NZPP, ALTO, NLS) to map the
physical representations and XML schemas. NLS is the object
model most relevant to this work, since it supports the inges-
tion of NLS digital collections including the Encyclopaedia
Britannica.

defoe includes pre-processing techniques to mitigate against
OCR errors and other issues such as long-S and line-break
hyphenation, and to standardise the representation of the text.
It has geoparsing capabilities [5], and is able to run single or
multiple queries at once across digital collections.

All defoe text mining queries are based on a number of
operations (filter, flatMap, map, reduce, etc) that are
combined to perform text mining analyses. Figure 2 shows an

implementation example, the total_pages query, in which
a flatMap operation is applied to an archive to return
the list of documents it contains (e.g. volumes, books). For
each document, the map operation extracts the number
of pages, gathering the total number of documents (volumes,
books) and the total number of pages within those. Figure 3
shows the results running this query using the ten volumes of
the Second Edition of the EB.

def do_query(archives, config_file=None, logger=None, \
context=None):

# [archive, archive, ...]
documents = archives.flatMap(lambda archive:\

list(archive))
# [num_pages, num_pages, ...]
num_pages = documents.map(lambda document: \

document.num_pages)
result = [documents.count(), num_pages.reduce(add)]
return {"num_volumes": result[0],\

"num_pages": result[1]}

Fig. 2: defoe total_pages query: Iterates through
archives and counts the total number of documents (e.g.
volume, book etc) and total number of pages.

Result:
num_volumes: 10
num_pages: 9448

Fig. 3: defoe total_pages query results using the ten
volumes of the Second Edition of the encyclopaedia. This
archive compromises ten documents, one per volume.

In previous work, defoe used the command line as its
interface, meaning that users had to submit their queries via
a computer terminal. As described in Section VII-E, in this
work we have created a new web user interface to interact
with defoe to increase its usability.

III. EXTRACTING EB TERMS AND METADATA

The EB collection2 comprises of eight editions and a total
of 195 volumes with a total size of 44GB. It uses two XMLs
schemata: METS 3 for descriptive, structural, technical and
administrative metadata (Title, Author, Publisher, etc); and
ALTO 4 for encoding the OCR text of a page. Therefore,
each volume has a METS file describing different metadata
information, and has one image file and ALTO file per page
attached to it (see Figure 4). These make up a total of 195
METS files, 155,388 ALTO files, and 155,388 image files.

Given that ALTO files do not indicate the start and end
of each EB term, the first part of our work involved the
automated extraction of all terms (along with their metadata)
across editions, so they can be analysed independently without
the surrounding text. To this end, we developed a new set
of information extraction heuristics encoded as defoe queries
5 for the NLS object model (see Section II). These extract

2https://data.nls.uk/data/digitised-collections/encyclopaedia-britannica/
3http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
4https://www.loc.gov/standards/alto/
5https://github.com/francesNLP/defoe/blob/master/defoe/nlsArticles/queries/



Fig. 4: Page 2 of the First Volume of the First Edition and its
corresponding ALTO file. ALTO files contain a TextLine
section to describe features per lines, which contain a String
section to describe features per word within a line (content,
position, etc).

structured information from the unstructured text available on
ALTO files in parallel, making use of page headers and text
patterns to classify terms between:

• Articles: Usually presented by a term in the main text in
upper case followed by a “,” (e.g. ABACUS,) and then
a description of the term in one- or two-paragraph long
text (similar to an entry in a dictionary). The headers of
pages containing Articles have the first three letters of all
Articles within each page (see left image in Figure 5).

• Topics: In this case, the encyclopaedia introduces a term
(e.g. AGRICULTURE) in the header of a page (see right
image in Figure 5). A Topic is typically described across
several pages, often combining text, pictures, and tables.

Fig. 5: Article (Page 2) and Topic (Page 41) page examples.
Page 2 contains Articles that starts with the letters ABA, such
as Abacus (highlighted in red), whereas Page 41 contains the
start of the description for the Agriculture Topic; we have
highlighted the headers in blue.

Our heuristics adapt to variations of page layouts, text pat-
terns and headers across different editions. They also capture
several definitions for the same term within each edition,
in case those are available. Figure 6 shows the information

extracted for the term Science from the First Edition issued in
1771.

Fig. 6: Science term information extracted from the First
Edition

This work also involved the parallel extraction of edition
and volume metadata based on the semi-structured information
available on METS files. Figure 7 shows (part of) the informa-
tion extracted for the volumes of the First Edition. Note that
MMSID column refers to the Metadata Management System
ID 6. For each volume, we also added the permanent URL 7

for which the images of their pages can be visualized.

Fig. 7: Subset of metadata extracted for the volumes of the
First Edition. This edition is a 3-volume reference work, issued
twice, in 1771 and 1773.

IV. EB ONTOLOGY AND KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

Since one of our aims is to capture a shareable and reusable
knowledge representation of the Encylocplaedia Britannica, we
created the EB Ontology 8 (see Figure 8). The EB Ontology
is a formal description of knowledge as a set of concepts

6The MMSID can be 8 to 19 digits long (with the first two digits referring
to the record type and the last four digits referring to a unique identifier for
the institution)

7Permanent URL for the First Volume of the First Edition (year 1771):
https://digital.nls.uk/144133901

8https://w3id.org/eb/



(editions, volume, person, organizations, terms, etc) within the
Encylocplaedia Britannica domain and the relationships that
hold between them (publisher, startsAt, related terms, etc).

Fig. 8: Data Model of the EB Ontology.

The EB Ontology creation involved several phases. Taking
into account all the information extracted during the first part
of this work (see Section III), we first created an UML diagram
to represent the conceptualization of the encyclopaedia. As
shown in Figure 8, an Edition can have several Volumes,
references to Books, Supplements; it also has an Editor and a
Publisher, which can be a Person or an Organization. A Vol-
ume has several Pages, which can contain several Terms. And
a Term can be either a Topic or an Article. In a second step, we
converted the UML into an OWL ontology 9 using Chowlk [6].
After refining that ontology, we employed Widoco [7] to
publish and create an enriched and customized documentation
of the EB ontology, and configured the permanent identifier
for this ontology using w3id.org service.

Finally, using the EB Ontology and the extracted informa-
tion from the encyclopaedia, we created the first version of
the EB Knowledge Graph (EB-KG), which contains 1,638,239
RDF [8] triples, and stored it into an Apache Fuseki server 10.
Each term, edition, page, volume, etc is a resource in our
Knowledge Graph, and therefore has its own URI. Figure 9
shows a visualization of EB-KG terms. Storing our EB-KG in
Apache Fuseki enables us to query the graph using SPARQL 11

9https://www.w3.org/OWL/
10https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/
11https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

(See Figure 10), a semantic query language to retrieve and
manipulate RDF triples.

Fig. 9: Two representations of the Science term. The image
at the top shows the information extracted for this term from
the First Edition issued in 1771, while the other shows the
information extracted from the Third Edition.

Fig. 10: A SPARQL query to retrieve the first seven Articles
that contain the terms ‘Science’ and ‘Edinburgh’ in their defi-
nitions. For each definition, we show the first 100 characters.



V. AUGMENTING KNOWLEDGE WITH DEEP TRANSFER
LEARNING FOR NLP

We augmented the knowledge previously extracted of the
encyclopaedia with several advanced NLP and deep learning
analyses: 1) classifying terms into categories expressing pos-
itive or negative attitudes (sentiment analysis); 2) clustering
terms into topics (using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
topic modelling); 3) finding semantically similar terms (term
similarity); 4) fixing OCR errors that frequently occur when
applying automated text recognition to historical works (spell
checking); and 5) producing shorter/more accessible represen-
tations of the historical text (summarisation).

For those analyses, we employed deep transfer learning, an
approach where knowledge is transferred from one model to
another [9], by making use of pre-trained transformer-based
models such as BERT [10] or GPT-3 [11].

In this work, we have used the state-of the art sentence
transformer model, called all-mpnet-base-v2 12 and the Sen-
tenceTransformers framework [12] to train our terms embed-
dings (eb embeddings model). These use all terms definitions
available in the EB-KG to capture their semantic information.

Furthermore, we have also employed additional transformer
models for our advanced NLP analyses 13:

1) Sentiment analysis: we used RoBERTa-large [13] model,
which has been pretrained on a large corpus of English
data in a self-supervised fashion.

2) LDA Topic modelling: we employed BerTopic [14],
which is a topic modeling technique that leverages trans-
formers and c-TF-IDF to create dense clusters allowing
to produce easily interpretable topics whilst keeping
important words in the topic descriptions.

3) Semantic textual similarity: we used embeddings of our
terms (eb embeddings model) to compute cosine simi-
larity between them, and compare all terms embeddings
against all other terms, returning a list with the pairs
sorted by their cosine similarity score.

4) Spell checking: We employed neuspell [15], a neural
spelling correction library, and chose the Elmosclstm-
Checker pre-trained neural model as the checker to use
for our work. Figure 11 shows an example of how this
analysis performs using the Instrument term definition
from the First Edition issued in 1771.

5) Summarization: We used the XLNet [16] pre-trained
model, which is an improved version of the BERT model
that implements permutation language modeling in its
architecture. For this task we also employed the Bert
Extractive Summarizer library 14. Note that we have
only employed summarization for EB Topics definitions.

These transformers were selected after an extensive eval-
uation in which we compared the performance of different
pre-trained models and various configurations. The selected

12https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2
13Our deep learning NLP models with their configurations are available

from https://github.com/francesNLP/frances/tree/main/NLS EB/frances nlp scripts
14https://github.com/dmmiller612/bert-extractive-summarizer

Fig. 11: Top: original definition of the Instrument term
stored in the EB-KG; middle: cleaned version computed using
neuspell; bottom:difference between the two.

models were trained and run using a Google Cloud Debian VM
configured with 32 vCPUs, 120 GB memory and 4 NVIDIA
Tesla P4 GPUs. The results of these analyses themselves were
stored in the EB-KG, augmenting the knowledge stored in
graph. Sections VII-A to VII-D detail the use of these results
across several frances facilities.

VI. ENABLING DEFOE TO QUERY THE EB-KG

As described in Section II, initially defoe was only able
to either ingest digital collections directly from XML files by
indicating the appropriate object model (e.g. NLS object model
for the encyclopaedia), or from pre-processed data provided
through different storage solutions. However, it did not include
support for querying SPARQL knowledge graphs.

In this work we have implemented a new SPARQL con-
nector to make use of the full potential of defoe and perform
further text mining analyses using our EB-KG as a data source.
Furthermore, we have created a new set of defoe queries 15

for this connector:
• frequency_keyseach_by_year: calculates the fre-

quencies of one or several keywords or key sentences in
terms definitions, applying different pre-processing tech-
niques (normalization, lemmatization, stemming). Results
are grouped by year.

• publication_normalized: counts the total number
of volumes, pages and words of the encyclopaedia and
returns results per year.

• terms_fulltext_keysearch_by_year: searches
and extracts full text definitions according different filter-
ing settings. This query also allows us to apply different
pre-processing techniques. Results are grouped by year.

• terms_snippet_keysearch_by_year: similar to
the previous query, but instead returns snippets of text
definitions. It allows for snippet size configuration.

• uris_keysearch: extracts URIs of terms that contain
the selected keywords or key sentences in their defi-
nitions. It uses different pre-processing techniques and
results are grouped by URI.

• geoparser_terms: geo-locates locations in terms
definitions and geo-resolves them using the Edinburgh
Geoparser [17].

These new defoe queries are fully configurable, which was
not the case for previous defoe queries developed in earlier

15https://github.com/francesNLP/defoe/tree/master/defoe/sparql/queries



work. They allow us to capture different configurations by
choosing filtering options, target, lexicon, period of time, hit
count, etc. These can be run across the different encyclopaedia
editions in parallel, processing the information further stored
in the EB-KG. Figure 12 shows an overview of how defoe
interacts with the EB-KG to run a given defoe query.

Fig. 12: Overview of defoe interacting with the EB-KG

Furthermore, in this work we have created a new web user
interface to interact with defoe and the EB-KG. It enables users
to select, configure and run defoe queries (from the ones listed
above). This is described in detail in Section VII-E.

VII. FRANCES WEB TOOL

Finally, to unlock the full value of the Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica, we created frances (see Figure 13), a novel Flask-based
web application 16 that interacts with the EB-KG to a) extract
information from the encyclopaedia (using SPARQL in the
backend) and display the desired information and b) perform
further text mining analyses (using defoe as a backend) on
the EB-KG providing the results back to users, as well as
visualizing them.

Fig. 13: frances enables us to explore the encyclopaedia with
a variety of deep learning NLP and text-mining facilities

frances provides automatic abstractions for interacting with
the Knowledge Graph (see Section IV), deep learning NLP
analyses (see Section V), and defoe (see Section VI), so that
users can extract complex knowledge from the encyclopaedia
in a fast and transparent manner without having to be an
expert data scientist. These abstractions are offered as frances
facilities, which are described in the following subsections.

A. Term Search

frances allows users to search for terms across different
editions of the encyclopaedia and obtain their definitions,
metadata information, and advanced NLP analyses results
(previously calculated). Figure 14 shows the results of search-
ing for Flower. The results are displayed in a table with a row

16Our Source code available from https://github.com/francesNLP/frances/
tree/main/web-app

per term-resource found in the EB-KG. In this example, nine
Flower term-resources were found displaying two at the time.

Fig. 14: Results obtained when we search for Flower. This
term has been found nine times across the eight editions (note
that the First Edition was issued twice, in 1771 and 1773).

The metadata information includes the year, edition, vol-
ume, and start and end page of each match. The start and
end pages contain links to the URLs where their images
are permanently stored in the NLS collections, enabling a
visual validation of the information extracted by the heuristics
introduced in Section III.

These results also show each term-resource classification
(either Article or Topic) across editions. For Topics, the text
shown corresponds to the summarization analysis of their
definitions. Also, whenever our extraction heuristics detect
related terms within each definition, those are also shown in
this table (e.g. BOTANY in Figure 14). Clicking on any of the
related terms triggers a new term search using that particular
related term as the new search term.

Furthermore, results include links to other frances facilities,
such as LDA topic modelling, spell checking, and term simi-
larity. They also display their sentiment analysis (and score).
Note that all NLP analyses have been previously calculated
(and stored) by applying different deep learning transformer
models (see Section V).

Finally, results include URIs for each term-resource match.
Clicking them allows us to visualize their information stored
in our EB-KG. This is explained further in Section VII.G.

B. Term Similarity

frances allows us to search for semantic textual similarity
of terms as previously calculated (see Section V) by applying
cosine similarity to term definitions.

This facility allow us to provide the URI of a term-resource
for which we want to find the most similar terms, or we can
click on any of the term similarity links that we get when we
search for terms as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows the
most similar terms for Flower as defined in the First Edition
(issued in 1773). The results are sorted by similitude rank,
displaying the 20 most similar term-resources in a table. In
this table, we get the URI of each similar term-resource and
some metadata (edition, year, volume), along with the term
name, definition, LDA topic modelling results and similitude
rank.



Fig. 15: Similarity results for the term-resource Flower from
the First Edition; in this example we have opted to show just
the top eight most similar term-resources.

This table includes links to another frances facilities. For
example, if we click on a URI link, the information of that
resource will be visualized. If we click on a term name link, it
will perform a new term similarity search using that particular
term-resource. And if we click on a topic modelling link, it
will show which other term-resources belong to the same LDA
topic. This is further described in Section VII.C.

frances also enables semantic similarity searches using free
text. Figure 16 shows the results obtained when we search
for ‘person who does scientific experiments’. This search
calculates the first 20 most similar term-resources (in the
example shown in Figure 16 we opted to display just the first
four). In this case, the semantic similarity is calculated at the
time of the search, applying the same methodology as that
described in Section V. frances first calculates the sentence
embedding for the free text query and then calculates the
cosine similarity between its embedding and those of all other
terms, returning a list with the pairs sorted by their cosine
similarity score.

C. Topic Modelling

Another functionality of frances is that it enables us to
visualize all term-resources that have been previously clustered
together applying LDA Topic Modelling (see Section V),
displaying the results in a table. In this table, we obtain the
URI of each term-resource and some metadata (edition, year,
volume), along with the term name and definition. Clicking
on any of the term names will result in a new term search
as shown in Section VII.A, while clicking on any URI will

Fig. 16: Similarity results for the free-text: person who does
scientific experiments.

visualize the information of those resources stored in our EB-
KG.

Fig. 17: Visualization of the first ten term-resources clustered
in the 3190 pea pease pea with footstalk topic modelling

We can either indicate the name of the LDA Topic
to visualize, or click on any topic modelling links pro-
vided in either term search (introduced in Section VII.A)
or term similarity (introduced in Section VII.B) re-
sults. Figure 17 shows the term-resources that belong to
3190 pea pease pea with footstalk LDA Topic. Note that this
LDA Topic corresponds to the results shown in Figure 14, after
searching for the term Flower.

D. Spell Checking

When we perform a term search in frances, the results
include a link to the spell checker facility. This enables us
to check the pre-computed clean version of a term-resource



definition as shown in Figure 11. Furthermore, this facility
also enables us to indicate the URI of a term-resource whose
spelling we want to check.

E. Defoe Queries

As described in Section II, defoe is a Python library that
allows for running text mining queries across large digital
collections in parallel. frances provides a new web interface
for defoe to mine the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Users can
select, configure and run any of the new defoe text-mining
queries introduced in Section VI, which use the new SPARQL
connector to mine the EB-KG.

Fig. 18: Configuring the terms_snippet_keysearch
_by_year query with the lexicon: Francis Hutcheson, David
Hume, Adam Smith, Dugald Stewart.

Figure 18 shows an example in which we have selected
the terms_snippet_keysearch_by_year query for
retrieving snippets of texts (e.g. 10 words before and after
each match) that contain any of the Scottish Philosophers
stored in the ‘sc philosophers.txt’ lexicon: Francis Hutcheson,
David Hume, Adam Smith, Dugald Stewart and Thomas Reid.
Lexicons should contain the list of keysearch words and/or
sentences to use in queries. Furthermore, in this example, we
selected normalization to pre-process the definition text,
which converts all words to lower case removing all characters
that are not ’a’,...,’z’.

More filtering options are available to users, such as spec-
ifying an additional ‘target’ list of words/sentences that must
appear in the text of a term’s definition in order to “select it”,

Fig. 19: The top image displays the results of the query
configured in Figure 18, while the bottom image dis-
plays the frequency n-gram obtained after running the
frequency_keyseach_by_year using the same config-
urations as in the previous query

which we did not use in this example, or selecting terms that
are from a specific period of time (e.g. 1771 to 1853).

The image at the top in Figure 19 shows (part of) the results
of running the previous defoe query. Results are sorted by
year with one row per snippet along with further information,
the keysearch word/sentence, edition number, volume number,
page number, ALTO file, etc. These results are also available to
users to download as a zip file so they can explore them further
if they so wish. The image at the bottom of Figure 19 shows
the frequency n-gram automatically obtained after running
the frequency_keyseach_by_year using the Scottish
Philosophers lexicon and the same filtering options as the ones
in Figure 18. Additionally, this query returns the results in a
table sorted by year, which can be downloaded, along with
a second automatic frequency n-gram in which results are
normalised by the number of terms per year.

F. EB Details

All the details regarding edition and volume metadata can
be consulted in the EB Details facility. This allows us to
select edition and volume, and frances performs a number
of SPARQL queries in the backend to retrieve the pertinent
information from the EB-KG. Figure 20 shows the details
extracted for the First Volume of the Third Edition.

Among the details obtained, we have the edition-resource
URI that we can click on to visualize the information available
for this resource in our EB-KG, and the Volume Permanent
URL (e.g. https://digital.nls.uk/190273291) which corresponds
to the URL where NLS hold an online version of page images
for each volume.



Fig. 20: Details of the Third Edition and its First Volume

Note that EB Details also provides statistics about the
volume we are consulting. In our example, we can see that
for this particular volume the EB-KG stores 1542 Articles (of
which 1487 are distinct – without more than one definition per
Article), and 20 Topics. This information would not be avail-
able without the information extraction heuristics developed
for this work.

G. Visualizations of Resources

As described in previous subsections, frances allows us to
visualize resources stored in our EB-KG. We can use this
facility to visualize all the information about term-resources
as shown in Figure 9, in which we visualize two Science
term-resources from different editions. Alternatively, we can
visualize the information about edition-resources as shown in
Figure 21.

VIII. RELATED WORK

A number of web tools have been developed for analysing
historical digital collections in recent years. In this section
we review those most relevant to our work. Curatr [18] is an
online platform for the exploration and curation of historical
digital books from the British Library. It provides facilities
for creating n-grams and lexicon generation. Voyant-tools 17

is a web-based reading and analysis environment for digital
texts. Google Books NGram Viewer 18 analyzes historical
word occurrence, usage and changes over time and allows
users to download data for more intensive research. The British

17https://voyant-tools.org/
18https://books.google.com/ngrams

Fig. 21: Visualization of the First Edition (issued in 1771)
resource stored in the EB-KG

.

Library also offers online tools 19 to search in their linked data
instance of the British National Bibliography (BNB) 20.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented frances, a new deep
learning NLP and text mining powered web tool that en-
ables researchers to analyse and extract knowledge from the
Encyclopaedia Britannica with ease and explore how the
encyclopaedia has changed over the years. In this work we
have developed new parallel information extraction heuristics
to extract, classify and structure terms across eight editions
of the encyclopaedia. We have proposed a new ontology, EB-
Ontology, that represents the information extracted from the
encyclopaedia and its editions, volumes, pages and terms.
Our approach combines knowledge graphs, deep transfer
learning, parallel processing and Semantic Web techniques
for formalizing and connecting findings and insights derived
from the analysis of encyclopaedic corpora. Furthermore, we
have enriched defoe by enabling it to mine knowledge graphs
with a new set of configurable text mining analyses (defoe
queries) and a new web interface for submitting, running and
visualising analyses.

This research shows how deep learning NLP models and
knowledge graphs can unlock the potential for using artificial
intelligence to support digital humanities research, and to
transform the ways in which we study and analyse historical
textual collections.

Our immediate next step will be to make frances available
as part of the tools offered by the NLS Data Foundry 21.
Furthermore, to account for differences between historical
and current language use, we plan to experiment with NLP
language models trained on a large historical dataset of books

19https://www.bl.uk/collection-metadata/metadata-services
20Available at http://bnb.data.bl.uk and http://bnb.data.bl.uk/sparql
21https://data.nls.uk/tools/



in English published between 1760-1900 [19], as well as
those pre-trained on present-day language and adapt them to
the historical domain, a technique that has shown promise
results [20]. Also, in support of key tenets of linked open
data, such as Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, Re-
peatability (FAIR), in the near future the knowledge graph
developed in this work (EB-KG) will be published under
an open licensing scheme and connected to general-purpose
knowledge bases such as Wikidata 22 or DBpedia 23.

Although we have used the Encyclopaedia Britannica for
this work, in the future we plan to extended it to handle,
mine and analyse other digital collections effectively (e.g.
from the NLS or from the British Library), with minimum
changes to incorporate the necessary information into the
knowledge graph, or re-using the information from another
existing knowledge graph.
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